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1. Introduction. Several high-order accuracy difference equations for the heat

equation in one space variable [1] have been proposed, but most do not extend to

several space variables with any ease, if at all. Two three-level difference equations

are discussed here, each of which is fourth-order correct in space and second in

time. One is stable and convergent in £2 for as many as four space variables but is

limited essentially to the heat equation itself and in the four space variables case

to bounded r = At(Ax)~2. The other is stable and convergent in £2 for three space

variables and is adapted to extension to more complicated differential equations.

Alternating direction techniques based on the two three-level formulas are

developed. These methods retain the accuracy of the original procedures and re-

quire much less arithmetic to complete a problem. Only the results will be given

here; their analyses will be presented in another paper [3] as examples of a general

approach to alternating direction methods.

2. The Difference Equations. It is desired to approximate the 2V-dimensional

equation of heat flow

i N      -i2

with an implicit difference equation for which the local error is fourth order in the

space increment and second order in the time increment. It is known [1] that three

or more time levels must be used if the elliptic operator at the advanced time level

is to retain a (22V + 1)-point form (if iV > 1). The solution of the (22V + 1)-point

elliptic equation is itself not simple; however, alternating direction methods may

be employed to treat three-level problems of this form without arithmetic complica-

tion.

Let R be the cube 0 < x, < 1, i = 1, 2, • • • , 2V, and dR its boundary. Let

M be a positive integer; we impose a square net of size h = M-1 upon R. It is

easily verified that, if v £ C6,

(2.2) ¿= = \A2Xi{vn+l + vn + »«-O - ft fe + OU4 + K2),
axe ÍZ ox?

where vn = v(xi, ■ ■ ■ xN, nK), K the time increment, and Ax>. is the centered,

divided second difference. Thus, if

A, =   E ¿< ,

(2.3) V*+1~Vn-1 = \Ah{vn+l + vn + „_) - ft E P{ + OU4 + K2).
¿IS- ÍZ ,«=1 oxc
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If we can find a second-order difference approximation to the second term on the

right in (2.3), we shall have produced a difference equation locally fourth-order

correct in space and second in time. Consider

Thus, two approaches suggest themselves; we can replace the sum of the fourth

derivatives by either

(2.5) E ^4 - A«V - 2 E E A2,- 4 vn + 0(h2 + K2)

or

We therefore consider two difference analogues to (2.1):

(2.7)    Un+1~Un~1 - lAh(un+1 + un + un+1) - ft (Ahn - 2 £ E A2,. A2,. un)
¿ft. l¿ \ ¿_i j>i /

and

*±L¿Hü . „, ((. - i) „,t, +«. + (! + ¿) «.-,)
(2.8)

+ J-IE4 A2,. M„ ,
0   i_i j>»

where

(2.9) r = -K/T2 = constant.

The choice of constant r is optimum from the point of view of requiring asymp-

totically the least calculation for a given permissible error [5, Lemma 2], since the

error is fourth order in space and second in time. Equation (2.7) is the ^-dimen-

sional analogue of equation (9.22) of [1].

As both (2.7) and (2.8) involve three time levels, it is necessary to specify

both Mo and U\ to start the calculation. The natural choice for u0 is obviously v0 ;

the choice of «i will be discussed later.

The equation (2.8) may easily be extended to treat differential equations of

the form

(2.10) Av = a(x!, • •• xK, t) — + b(x!, • • • xN , t)v + c{xx, ■■■ xN ,t),
at

since we need only to approximate the Laplacian of the right hand side [6].

3. Stability and Convergence for (2.7). We consider the difference equation

(2.7) on R and compare its solution u with a (f solution v of the boundary value

problem for (2.1) on R with

Mo = v0 at the net points of R

(3.1) T
un — vn , n = 0, 1, ■ • • — , at the net points of dR.

K
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If e = v — u, the error equation becomes

2„- = f AÄ(e„+i + e„ + e„_i)

^3-2) ,2     / W        AT \

-J-(Ak-2EEA2iA2J.e„)+Qn>

where Qn — 0(/i4 + K2). Let us perform a Duhamel decomposition [1] on e„ . Let

n-l

(o.o) 6n  ~     / *   @n     ~l    @n   j
m—0

where e„m and e„   = 0 on dR,

a) e»m = 0,       n ^ m,

m i2

2Z = *     6m+1 ~ Ï2X16m+1      ^m ' = m        '

(3.4) ,,"■,, _ ,"• ,
c)-2^- = sAÄ(e„+i + en   + en-i)

— — ( A2enm — 2 E E A2i A2 e„m ),       n ^ m + 1,
1¿   \ 1-1  3>< /

and e* satisfies (3.4c) with e0   = 0, e* = ex, and m = 0. It is necessary to con-

sider en   in a somewhat different fashion from the others; we shall see, however,

that the method of analysis is the same.

Let the grid £2 norm be

(3.5) || u || = (hK E I u |2)1/2,
ig«

and let the operator norm be the induced least upper bound norm.

Theorem 1. The difference equation (2.7) is unconditionally stable with respect

to the £2 norm for 2V ;£ 4; its solution converges to that of (2.1) with an error || en || =

0(h + K ) /or 2V ^ 4, provided the solution of (2.1) ¿s C and ui is approximated

to within an error that is 0(h  + K ).

Proof.
Lemma 1.

||£+1|| = 0(K || Qm \\) = Qih'K + K")

Proof. From (3.4 b),

(3.6) (l + ^ - Ç AÄ) £+, = 2tfQm .

Hence,

(3.7) || eZ+1 || g 2K || Qm || • | (l + ¿ - Ç A»)"' |.

As AÄ is negative-definite, the indicated inversion is legitimate and

(i + HP - **)"
< l.
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Lemma 2. Consider a solution of (2.7) with z0 = 0, zx arbitrary, and zn = 0 on

dR for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • . The norm of z is a bounded multiple of \\ zx || for all n, pro-

vided that N S 4; i.e., (2.7) is stable.

Proof. Let p = (pi, • • • , p#), and set P = {p'.pj = 1, ■ ■ • , M — 1}. Then,

we may expand z„ in a sine series:

(3.8) z„ =   E Pp"'IT sin xp.xy.
ViP

Since

(3.9)

Pp_— P

2K

(3.10)

A2    . /    4    .  2 Trpjh\
AXj sin wpi Xj = I -~2 sin -|- 11

p"     _        lr>|       4      .2 TT^y/A  /   (n+l>    ,       (n)  _j_  „(n-l)s

1.2    /   (n+1) o   (»)     l        (»—1) If      Ï     lc 7 t. \
h   (pp ^     - 2Pp     + pp v v 16   .2 irpih   ;2 a-pyÄ     (n)\

"V2\ & 2kkw*m ^~sm "2""' )•

^J = Xw . Then,

-xSSx»x»)*''"""(Mx»-i+¿)-°-
Hence,

(3.11) pin) = Ajft, + 5^,

where fip and f2j) are the roots of the quadratic equation

If the roots of (3.12) are coincident,

(3.12)

(3.13)
Jn)

(A, + Bpn)&

Let us ignore the possibility of coincident roots for the moment; we shall see that

the analysis will include them as a special case. We note immediately from (3.12)

that

(3.14) f ip hv I —

%r

3^ + è-1
<1,
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all p, and that

/(l) = 8r E XPj -l^tt XPi XPi ,

/(-D^I + lè^r+^EÊ X**«>0,   allp,
or o   y=i O     i=l ;>¿

(3.15)

/' ( 1 ) = 2 + 8r E XPi - ^ E E X„ *„ ,

/( _ i ) = _2 - | £ XPJ. - I- - ^ E E Xw XPj < 0,   all p.

First, let us establish that the roots are not greater than one in magnitude. It is

clear that if the roots are complex, the modulus of each is the same and is less than

1; thus, we may limit our interest to real roots. In this case, /(l) and/(l) must be

nonnegative in order that the roots lie in the unit circle. This places a restriction

on the number of space variables we can treat by this high-order correct equation

and still maintain unconditional stability. The XPi range from approximately

7i2/4 to very nearly one. Note that

(3.16) fÍtxr,X„S^lfíXr¡,

and that equality very nearly holds (i.e., to within 0(A2)) when the p¡ are all near

the upper part of their range. If /(l) is to be nonnegative for all p, then

(3.17) J<JL^^

or 2V ;= 4. This restriction also implies that/(l) > 0.

From (3.11),

„(0)  —   A    _1_  RPp     —   ilp    I    £>p ,

(3.18) (1)
pp   = Apï;ïp + Bpç2p.

Consequently,

(3.19) Ap = —^- = -Bp.
fi, — ïtp

If (3.12) has coincident roots, the expression becomes

(3.20) Ap = 0,   Bp=p-^.

Thus, for distinct roots,

(3.21) z„ = E P? &^H> ■ fl si

Let x  — 2ßx + 7 = 0 have distinct roots less than or equal to one in absolute

value with their product less than one in absolute value. That this implies that

n N

sin wpj x¡
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ß | < 1 is clear. We shall show that, if xx, x2 are the roots, then

(3.22)
Xi    — Xi

Xi — Xi 1

Let us assume that ß > 0 and the roots are real. In this case the root with maxi-

mum absolute value is positive and lies between ß and 1. We consider two ranges

for this root: ß < xx ^ |(1 + ß) and ^(1 + ß) < %\ < 1. In the first range,

i        n ral   n—1

(3.23)
Xi    — Xi

Xi — Xi

E„n-k-l      h
Xi X2 < E xi <

1 - ß

If ^(1 + ß) < X\ < 1, then Xi < ß — |(1 — ß), since xx and x¡ are symmetric

with respect to ß, and (xx — x2) > 1 — ß. This implies that

(3.24)
Xi Xi

Xi — Xi 1-/3 1 -

Clearly, ß < 0 will produce analogous results. Consider now the case of complex

roots with ß > 0. Then, X\ = ß + ei, e > 0. Again, consider two ranges for

xi:ß < \xx\ Ú Kl +ß) and i(l + ß) < \xi\ < 1.

In the first case, the argument is essentially unaltered, and we conclude again that

(3.22) holds. If J(l + ß) < I xi \ < 1, then | xx - x2 | = 2e, and

(3.25) e + ß^\ß + ei\>
1+ß

Thus, 2e > 1 — ß and (3.24) holds without change. If the roots are coincident

the pertinent quantity is \nß" \ , which is also less than 2(1 — | ß |)-1 for all n.

For the quadratic (3.12), the abscissa of the axis is

(3.26) li-

lt is easy to see that

(3.27)

Thus,

8r v^ 1       16r v^ -^
— -$ E Xpi + s- + -5- E E Xpi Xpj

o j=i_or_o   1-1 j>i_

2+î§*.<+è

64r + r~~l

2 < ß < 64r + r-1 + 6 '
2V<4.

(3.28)
|| zn || S max (4, |(64r + r"1 + 6))|| *. ||

= K64r + r-1 + 6)||«1|| = C||zi||.

It is easily verified that a somewhat stronger inequality holds if the roots are coin-

cident; in any case, (3.28) is valid. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

The above lemma implies that

(3.29) || enm || g C || eZ+1 || S 2Ck || Qm || .

Also,

(3.30) || e* || ^ C || e, || .
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Thus,

(3.31)

iZlf^f+K'ii - i!
t»=,0

^c[2KEiia,ll+IUiJl]

= 0(A4 + K2+\\ ex II).

Therefore, if || ex || = 0(/i4 + K2), then \\ en || « Q(Ä4 + Z2), and the theorem is

demonstrated.

If N è 3 (i.e., if the problem arises from physics), then ß is bounded away

from one if we assume merely that r is bounded away from zero. Then, the bound

C is independent of the choice of r; "however, as remarked earlier, constant r is

still the optimum choice.

In order to start the method with ux such that || ex || = 0(h4 + K ), essentially

any of the standard difference equations is sufficient. In particular, the explicit

equation

(3.32) Wi = Mo + AtAhUo

is adequate.

4. Stability and Convergence for (2.8). Most of the development for this dif-

ference equation closely parallels that for (2.7). The argument will be given in

outline. The error equation is

ÊTi-r-l  — 6n-

2K
(4.1)

- = 5^(0 - ¿) e^ + e»+ (* + ¿) *-)

h2 N  "
+ ¿-JU1 Axf A2 e„ + Q„ ,

O   ¿-1 j>i

where Qn = 0(h  -\- K + h K~ ). It has the Duhamel decomposition

ii-i
(4.2) en =   E e„m + e*

m=0

a) e„m = 0,       n ^ m,

^ ~2X = 3 Aa V1 _ 8r) e™+1 "*" ̂" '        « = »i + 1

•) ir=! - i 4> (0 - ¿) *. + *■ + (» + ¿) *.)
/i2 N   N

+ ¿- E E A2¿ A2 enm,       n ^ m + 1,
O   »-i y>,

with the same boundary and initial conditions as before.

Theorem 2. The difference equation (2.8) is &r stable for N g 3 ane? convergent

with an error that is 0(h4 + K2), provided that the solution of (2.1) is C6, that ux is

estimated with error that is 0(Ä4 -f K2 + h'K'1), and that r is bounded below away

from zero.

(4.3)
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Proof. Lemma 1 carries over in the form

(4.4) || C+x II á max (2K, (ir)-1*) || Qm || .

The characteristic equation corresponding to (3.12) is

*>-[' + t(1-¿) £*•]''

(4.5) +\%tx„-1-^ttx,.xJl
L " i=i «  ¿=i y>» j

+{!(i+¿)s*»-4-°-
It is easily verified that | fif21 < 1 and /( 1 ), /( — 1 ), / ( 1 ) are positive and /( — 1 )
is negative for 2V á 3. Thus, the roots are less than one in absolute value; the

abscissa of the axis of the parabola (4.5) is

-8r E XPj + 16r E E XPi XPj

(4.6) ß =

6+'«lr(1-¿)5'x*

If 2V ̂  3, ß is bounded between — § and +§, so we may proceed exactly as before

and find that, for r bounded away from zero,

(4.7)     || en || g 4 ["il Cl || + CK E II Q« 111 = 0(/*4 + K2 + A6*"1) = 0(fe4 + K2).
|_ m=0 J

5. Alternating Direction Techniques Associated with (2.7) and (2.8). The

authors in a forthcoming paper [3] discuss the application of alternating direction

methods to three-level difference equations; the technique may be summarized

briefly as follows. First, write the basic difference equation (in this case, either

(2.7) or (2.8)) in the form

(5.1) (/ + A)un+X + Bun + Cun_x = 0.

Decompose A into a sum of simpler operators :

(5.2) 4=E4/i

2V is frequently, but not necessarily, the dimensionality of the x-space. It is neces-

sary that the operator I + A, be invertible. Then, the alternating direction systems

become

(5.3)
(/ + Ax) »2$t + (E Ai + b) wn + Cwn-X - 0,

(/ + Aj) wnjlx - w^ - Ai wn = 0,       j = 2, - • • , 2V,

Wn+X  =   Wn¿X .
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If equation (2.7) for three space variables is rearranged in the form (5.1),

i 2K   A     _1_    1    T
A=~TAh+Wr1'

(5.4) S=-fA4-i/-^¿E<4,
o or o    t=i j>i

C-       2KA
C - - x A»

-0-¿)*
One choice for the decomposition of A is

. 22Í    2    .    1   T

(5.5) 42 =-— AI2,
2X
3

. 2K      2
Az = - — AI3.

It follows from the general results of [3] and a simple calculation for ß that

(5.6) || te - v (j - 0(h4 + K2)

for r bounded away from zero. Note that the algebraic equations to be solved at

each time step become tridiagonal with the choice (5.5), and, consequently, much

less arithmetic is required to evaluate this solution than that of (2.7). As no reduc-

tion in the order of the accuracy occurs, the alternating direction analogue possesses

a large practical advantage.

For equation (2.8), again for the three space variable case,

2K
A-       3 0-i)

(5.7) jB=_2|Aä+^XEa2,.A2,,
O Ó      ¿=1  K= 1 i>\

c=_¥(1+.)Al_,

Let

2#(i-I)a2,.,       ¿=1,2,3.
3

Again (5.6) follows for r = 8 '.

Both procedures are considered in more detail in [3].

6. Remarks. As was noted in Section 2, the difference equation (2.8) can be

modified to treat significantly more complex problems than the heat equation;

the general linear self-ad joint differential equation

(6.1) V- {pVv) = q —- + rv + m
dt
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can be brought into the form (2.9) by a well-known transformation. The technique

of treating problems of the type (2.10) is discussed in [6] for one space variable.

It is noteworthy that the method of analysis we have used here does not extend

either to variable coefficients or to regions more general than a rectangle, the latter

because of the noncommutativity of A24 and A2Xj on any but rectangular regions.

It is pointed out in [6] that the energy methods used there for problems with vari-

able coefficients on general regions apparently are not sufficiently refined to treat

the high-order correct schemes discussed here for more than one space variable.

The need for a better method of analysis is thus clearly indicated; an analytical

method capable of treating the high-order correct analogue of (2.7) would also

have important bearing on alternating direction methods [3, 4, 5] for problems of

the same type, since the residual terms are quite similar.
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